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By extracting the lattice theoretic content we see that the universal compact 
representation of a ring is canonically determined by the regular core of its lattice 
of two-sided ideals. c’ 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
In [S, 91 Mulvey introduced and developed the notion of a compact 
(hausdoff) ringed space, equivalently compact (hausdorff) sheaf represen- 
tations of a ring. Roughly speaking a compact representation of a (unital} 
ring R is a sheaf representation for which the elements of R (in their guise 
as total sections) witness the complete regularity of the base space. Mulvey 
shows that the compact representations of R correspond to certain “com- 
pact” quotients of the maximal ideal space max R of R. In particular he 
shows that R has a universal compact representation determined by a 
“compact” quotient 
max R -+ (max R)’ 
through which all other “compact’ quotients factor. When R is strongly 
harmonic this space (max R)U is just max R, however, in general the space 
(max R) u is hard to locate. In this paper I will obtain (max R)’ by a 
simpler, element-free construction. 
Recall that for elements x and a of a frame 9, we say x is rather below 
a and write x <a if CI v 1 x = T. Let Q7 be the set of all a E Q for which 
a=V (XEQ 1 ~<a). Then Q7 is a subframe of 52. Furthermore Q is 
regular exactly when Sz-’ = Q. 
In 1981 P. T. Johnstone asked whether the subframe 52’ is always 
regular. Very quickly A. Blass, IS. Edwards, and J. R. Isbell independently 
provided examples to show that Q7 need not be regular. However, by 
iterating the operation (.)’ we eventually stabilize on the regular core Q” 
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of 52, i.e., the unique largest regular subframe. The insertion QL? 4 Q 
provides the regular co-reflection of 52 in the category of frames, equiv- 
alently the regular reflection in the category of locales. In particular for a 
topological space S with topology OS, we see that (OS)” re-topologizes S 
and the continuous map S + S u is the regular reflection of S. 
This frame theoretic construction (.)” can be carried out on more 
general lattices. In particular it can be carried out on the lattice A = A(R) 
of 2-sided ideals of the ring R. The trick is to use the multiplicative 
structure carried by A. We then find that 
(max R) o = pt( A n ), 
i.e., the universal compact representation of R “is” the regular reflection of 
A(R). 
For well over 40 years now (starting with [15]) there has been a steady 
development of the theory of “ideal lattices.” This is the theory of certain 
complete lattices A which carry a multiplication, the motivating example 
being A(R). The idea is to prove various ideal theoretic results in this mul- 
tiplicative lattice theoretic context, i.e., without reference to ring elements. 
Of course the lattice A and its multiplication must be suitably restricted. 
For instance a commonly used hypothesis is that ,4 is algebraic (compactly 
generated). To me this seems unnecessarily severe. I suggest that the con- 
tinuity of A ought to be enough, and in many cases upper continuity 
should suffice. The methods of this paper provide some support for this 
suggestion. 
More recently the related notion of a “quantale” has been studied. I do 
not make use of this work although there is clearly a close connection. 
However, I would like to mention the work of Paseka [ 10, 111, which is 
particularly relevant. 
In this paper I consider upper continuous lattices enriched with a 
suitable 2-sided multiplication. I describe and characterize the appropriate 
notion of a compact representation for such a carrier, and when applied to 
A(R) this characterization immediately gives the description of (max R)= 
mentioned above. 
This notion of a compact representation of A does not involve represent- 
ing A in any of the usual senses, in particular I do not construct any sheaf 
representations of A. I have simply extracted the relevant functorial proper- 
ties of sheaf representations of rings, and compactness is then equivalent to 
the nice behaviour of certain related maps. 
The results of this paper were first presented at the meeting of the 
Peripatetic Seminar on Sheaves and Logic held in Utrecht in February 
1987. 
The paper has nine sections as follows. 
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1. The Appropriate Carriers. A description of the appropriate multi- 
plicative lattices with various elementary properties, 
2. Annihilators and the Rather Below Relation. Left and right 
annihilators as generalizations of negation with the corresponding separa- 
tion properties. 
3. The Regular Core and Normal Carriers. Use of annihilators to 
extract the regular core, on which the multiplication is irrelevant. 
4. Continuity and the Way Below Relation. Recollection of various 
elementary properties. 
5. Compact Representations of Rings. The notions of a representa- 
tion and a compact representation rephrased as lattice theoretic gadgets. 
6. Representations of Carriers. Elementary properties of representa- 
tions (in lattice theoretic terms) with the canonical examples of compact 
representations. 
7. Compact Representations. Characterization of the compact 
representations among all the representations with a simple description of 
all compact representations. 
8. Separating Maps. Characterization of compact representations in 
terms of quotients of the maximum spectrum. 
9. Topics for Future Consideration. A few open questions which 
deserve further examination. 
1. THE APPROPRIATE CARRIERS 
The reader should be familiar with the rudiments of the theories of 
frames and continuous lattices as given in [7, 41. The book [4] also con- 
tains a section on upper continuous (meet continuous) lattices, and further 
information on these can be found in [2, 51. The book Cl] gives some of 
the earlier material on multiplicative lattices. 
Throughout the paper we are concerned with an enriched lattice n with 
the following properties. 
(A) /i is upper continuous, i.e., .4 is complete and 
anVX=V (ar\xjxfzX) 
for each a E n and upwards directed subset X of A. 
(B) n is multiplicative, i.e., n carries an associative operation 
(x, 4’) I--+ xy such that 
a V X =V (ax 1 xEX}, 
( > ( > 
\JX a=/,/ {xaIxEX) 
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for each LZE n and arbitrary (not just upwards directed) subset X of A. 
Note that since V @ = I (the bottom of II) this property entails that 
al=I=lu. 
(C) ,4 is 2-sided, i.e., for each x E 4 
(where T is the top of/i). 
For convenience we call such an enriched lattice a I-sided carrier or just 
a carrier for short. Notice that for each ring R the lattice A(R) of 2-sided 
ideals is a 2-sided carrier. There are also notions of left-sided carrier and 
right-sided carrier which capture the properties of left ideals and right 
ideals of R. These will not be needed here. 
In the sheaf representation of unital rings the unit has a special 
significance; it enables us to carry through certain compactness arguments, 
e.g., partitions of unity. Without the unit various other devices have to be 
resorted to. A similar problem will occur here, so we eventually assume 
that: 
(D) The top T of /i is compact. 
I will always point out when this property is used. 
Some examples are now in order. As we have remarked already, for each 
ring R the lattice A(R) of 2-sided ideals is a 2-sided carrier, and the exist- 
ence of a unit ensures (D). Note also that each frame Sz becomes a 2-sided 
(commutative) carrier if we set XJJ = x A JJ for x, y E 9. Thus in some sense 
the theory of carriers extends the theory of frames (pointless topologies) as 
well as capturing the theory of ideal lattices (elementless rings). 
An upper continuous lattice may carry more than one suitable multi- 
plication. For instance consider the 5-element lattice A: 
a b 
This is a frame and so carries at least the canonical multiplication. (I do 
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not know if this is /i(R) for some ring R.) But now let K be any field and 
let R be the ring 
KK ( ) 0 K 
of upper triangular 2 x 2 matrices over K. We may check that /i(R) = A, 
where 
and with multiplication given by 
a2=a t am = m, ab = m 
ma= I, m2 = I, mb = m 
ba=I, bm = 1, b” = b 
which is not commutative. 
We have asserted that our use of upper continuity is a substitute for the 
more restrictive assumption of continuity (and the even more restrictive 
assumption of algebraicityj. Thus we should give an example to show that 
we have a genuine extension. 
Consider [ 14, e.g., 991. This is a topological space S which is sober, ir! 
(but not T,), and compact. Thus the topology OS satisfies (A)-(D) with 
the canonical multiplication. However, OS is not continuous (for S is not 
locally compact). 
After this exemplary interlude it is time to start developing the properties 
of carriers. Thus let n be some fixed 2-sided carrier. (For the time being we 
do not assume (D).) 
1.1. LEMMA. For a, b, x, YEA 
(i) a<b=s-xa<xb and axdbx, 
(ii) ab<a r\ b, 
(iii) avx=avg=T*crvxy=T. 
Proof: (i) If a<b then 
xa v xb=x(a v b)=xb 
so that xa 6 xb. Similarly ax < bx. 
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(ii) Since a, b <T, two applications of (i) give ab <Tb = b and 
ab<aT<a. 
(iii) Ifavx=Tthen 
avy=av(avx)y=avayvxy=avxy, 
which gives the required result. 1 
The spectrum of a ring plays an important role in most representations 
of the ring. There is an analogous gadget for carriers. 
By definition a prime of n is an element p CT such that 
for each X, y E A. The compactness of T ensures a sufficient supply of such 
primes. 
1.2. LEMMA. Each maxinzal element of A is prime. Furthermore, if T is 
compact then each proper element lies below a maximal element. 
ProoJ: Suppose p is maximal in A and consider x, y E A with x & p and 
y 4 p. Then p v x=p v y=T so that, by Lemma l.l(iii), p v xy=T and 
hence xy 4 p. 
Now if T is compact then the supremum of a chain of proper elements 
is itself proper. Thus Zorn’s lemma gives sufficiently many maximal 
elements. 1 
Let spec ,4 be the set of all primes of n and let max A be the set of maxi- 
mal elements. (In general, without (D), these may be empty.) Note that for 
a ring R 
spec A(R) = spec R, max A(R) = max R. 
Note also that if A is a frame with the canonical multiplication, then 
spec A = pt(/i kthe point space of A. 
As with these two examples, spec A carries a natural topology, In fact for 
any set TG spec A there is a topology OT on T and an adjunction 
ALOT h 
constructed in the usual way. Thus for each x E A let 
d(x)=(pd’Ix~pp). 
Then 
4l)=izk d(T) = T 
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and, using Lemma l(ii), 
d(x)nd(yj=d(x A y)=d(xyj 
for each x, y E A. Almost trivially we have 
for each XE -4, so that a[n] is a topology OT on T and ~1 is a surjective 
(I, T, A, V)-preserving map. 
Next for UE OT let 
h(U)=V {XEA / d(x)cU). 
Then d + h, i.e., 
d(x)z U==x<h(U) 
for each I E n and U E OS. Furthermore 
h(T) = T, 
for each % G OT (where /“\ “u = (n @)O-the interior of the intersection). 
Note also thar 
1, f hd, dh = l,, 
and, in fact, 
hd(a)=/\ (PET\ abpj. 
This is just one of several adjunctions and galois connections that will 
occur throughout the paper. 
2. ANNIHILATORS AND THE RATHER BELOW RELATION 
The multiplicative structure of a carrier gives us analogues of ring 
annihilators. 
2.1. LEMMA. For each a E A 
R(a)= {xEA 1 ax= I) 
is a principal ideal of A. 
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Proof Clearly I ER(u) and, by Lemma 1.1(i), we see that R(Q) is 
initial in 4. Also if X, ~7 E R(a) then 
a(.r v 4’) = ax v uy = I 
so that x v I: E R(a). Thus R(a) is an ideal of 4. Finally, let 
Then 
ar= V R(a). 
.d=V (ax/qr=l}=l 
so that CI’ E R(a), as required. 4 
Naturally we call .I- the right annihilator of a. It is characterized by 
x<a’oax=L. 
In a dual fashion we may construct the left annihilator u’ of a characterized 
by 
x<u’oxu= 1. 
Note that for each x, y E n we have 
so the pair (-)I, (.)’ is a galois connection on /1. Later we will see that this 
is the parent of all compact representations of 4. 
Note also that when 4 is a frame with the canonical multiplication we 
have 
($=a’= -j a (the negation of a). 
There are also other carriers for which (‘)’ and (.)’ coincide, for instance 
A(R), where R is a semiprime ring. 
Extending the frame theoretic terminology, for a, x E 4 we say x is rather 
helow a and write x < a if a v xr = T. Note that 
x<aax=x(a v x’)=xa v xr’da, 
i.e., anything rather below a is, in fact, below (1. 
2.2. LEMMA. For each a E /i 
is an ideal of A below a. 
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ProoJ Trivially I Q a. Also if )? d x then .‘c’ < ~1” so that x < a =P y ‘< a. 
Finally, suppose x, ~3 Q a. Then, by a simple argument, (X v Y)~ = .Y v ~1~ 
so that, by Lemma l.l(iii), 
a v (x v y)’ > a v x”jJ = T 
and hence x v yea. m 
For each a E A set 
so that r(a) ,< a, i.e., r( .) is a deflationary operation on ,$. Upper continuity 
gives r( .) another property. 
2.3. LEMMA. For each a, b E A 
r(a A b) = r(a) A r(b). 
ProoJ: Clearly x < a 6 b ax Q b, so that r( .) is monotone, i.e., 
Thus we require 
adb*r(a)<r(b). 
r(a A b) 2 r(a) A r(b) 
for arbitrary a, b E 11. 
By upper continuity we have 
r(a) R r(b)=V {I A y (x<a and y<bj. 
Consider any such z=s A .v. Then Y v y’<z’so that 
av2 ‘=b v $=T 
and hence. by Lemma l.l(iii), 
(a A b) v z’aab v zr=T. 
Thus z 4 a A b, which gives the required result. m 
Strictly speaking what we have just described is the right hand version. 
In a similar fashion we may use the left annihilator (.)’ to obtain a second 
A -preserving, deflationary map I( .). We use these maps to extract 
subframes of ,4. 
Thus let /i’ be the set of fixed points of I-(-), i.e., the set of all a E A for 
which via) = a. Similarly let A’ be the set of fixed points of -4. 
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2.4. THEOREM. For each 2-sided carrier (1, the set /i’ is a distributive, 
V-sublattice of A, i.e., A’ is a subframe of A. Similarly so is A’. 
Proc$ Trivially T E /i’. Also, by Lemma 2.3, for a, b E Ar we have 
r(a A b) = r(a) A r(b) = a A b 
so that a A b E Ar. Now consider XE 11’. Since r(.) is monotone and 
deflationary we have 
VX=V (r(.x)IxEXj<r VX <VX 
( > 
so that V XE Ar, and hence Ar is a V-sublattice of A. 
Next consider a, 6, c E Ar and let 
L=a A (b v c), (a A b) V (a A C)=p. 
We know that I, p E Ar and p d ;1. To show distributivity we require 1< p. 
To this end consider any x < ;1, i.e., A v .xr = T. Then 
avx’=(bvc)vx’=T 
so that, by Lemma l.l(iiij, 
ah v ac v xr=a(b v c) v Y=T. 
But ab v ac < p, hence p v xr = T so that x ,< p. Thus 
as required. 
Finally, to show that A’ is a frame, consider any XE A’. Let Y be the 
set of all JJ of the form 
for XI) . ..) x,EX. Then Y is an upwards directed subset of A” with 
V X= V Y. Also, for each a E Ar, the upper continuity of n followed by the 
distributivity of Ar gives 
as required. 1 
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Of course when 4 is a frame with the canonical multiplication we have 
/l’=Ar=/i’, the subframe referred to in the Introduction. As an example 
of this the reader should check that when n is the 5-element frame of 
Section 1 we have A7 = 2 (the 2-element frame). The reader should also 
check that with the second multiplication on 4 we have 
A’= (I, a, T), A’= (1, b, Tj 
so that in general 4’ # 4’. 
For a ring R the frame A(R)’ is a natural base for sheaf representations 
of R. We easily check that for each IE A(R) we have IE n(R)’ exactly when 
for each a E I 
I + Ann(aR) = R, 
where here Ann( .) is the right annihilator operation. Thus A(R)’ is exactly 
the frame YR of [12]. 
To conclude this section suppose 4 has a compact top, and for a E 4 set 
Ma= (7cEmax4 1 adz). 
Trivially a < A M,. 
2.5. LEMMA. If A has a compact top then 
r(a)=r /j M, ( i 
for each a E A. 
Proof. Let b= A M, so it suffices to show r(b) <r(a). Thus consider 
any x Q b, i.e., b v Y =T. If a v Y #T then (by the compactness of i) 
there is some a v x’d II E max A, and hence TL E M, so that b v .Y’ 6 ?r, 
which is contradictory. Thus a v xr = T, so that 
which gives the required result. m 
Let 
A&OmaxA h 
be the canonical adjunction. Then for each a E A, 
hd(a) = A M, 
so that Lemma 2.5 can be rephrased as follows. 
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2.6. COROLLARY. If A has a compact top then r = rhd. 
Finally, suppose Q is any subframe of /1’. Thus we have the insertion 
adjunction 
Q F----,/i, 0) 
where the map o is characterized by 
adxoadw(x) 
and satisfies w(x) d r(x) for each a E Q and x E A. A simple argument shows 
that for each rc E spec /i the image w(rc) is a point of 0, and then compact- 
ness of T provides enough of these points to separate Q. 
2.7. THEOREM. Suppose the 2-sided carrier .4 has a compact top. Then 
each subjiame R of Ar is spatial. 
ProoJ: We continue with the notation above. 
Let S= pt(Q). Thus, by the remarks above, w[max /i] s S. For each 
aEf2 let 
p(a)= (pESI a,<p) 
so that w[M,] E P(a) and hence 
a</\ P(a)<A M,. 
Observe now that the intimum operation & of Q is given by An A = 
w  (A A) (for A 5 Q). Thus, since a E Q E A’? Lemma 2.5 gives 
a-<A P(a)<’ A M 
R 
( g)<r(A M,)=r(a)=a 
and hence a = An P(a), as required. 1 
3. THE REGULAR CORE AND NORMAL CARRIERS 
In the last section we used (right) annihilators to construct a subframe 
,4’ of the carrier /i. However, we should be careful here, for what we are 
really interested in is the multiplication on /1, so we should consider how 
this behaves on nr. 
3.1. LEMMA. For each a E A and x E A’ 
ax = a A x. 
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In particular Ar is closed under the multiplicatior~ of A, and hence Ar is a 
canonical subcarrier of A. 
ProoJ For each x E A” we have 
where this supremum is taken over an upwards directed set of elements ,I’ 
of A. Thus, for each a E A, upper continuity gives 
a A x=V {a A y /yQ.ui. 
Now for any such y we have x v ~7~ =T so that 
a A y = (a A y)(.x v yr) 
= (a A y)x v (a A y) y’ 
<ax v yf=ax. 
Thus a A x 6 ax, and hence a A x = ax. 
Trivially for X, J’ E A’ we have 
so that A’ is closed under the multiplication of A, and hence is a subcarrier. 
But now the multiplication on A’ agrees with the binary infimum, so nr is 
canonical. 1 
There is, of course, a dual result for A’ and these two results give the 
following. 
3.2, COROLLARY. For each a E A and ,Y E A’ n A’, M-e have ax = 
a A x = xa and x’ = xr. 
Recall now that a frame Q is said to be regular if Q7 = R. By extension 
we say a carrier -4 is right regular if nr = LI and left regular if A’.= A. But 
then any right or left regular carrier is automatically a frame with the 
canonical multiplication, and so is both right and left regular. Thus we may 
speak of regular carriers, and these are exactly the regular frames. 
Note that a spatial frame OS is regular exactly when the associated space 
S is regular in the usual topological sense. Also it is easy to see that for a 
ring R the carrier A(R) is regular exactly when the ring is biregular. 
We wish to locate the regular subframes of a carrier. 
3.3. LEMMA. Suppose Q is a subjiiame qf the carrier A with Q regular in 
its olvn right. Then Q E A’n Ar. 
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to show that Qc.4’. 
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Thus consider any a E Q. Since 52 is regular we have 
a=V (xE52 ( (3yEQ)[ x~y=.l andxvy=T]}. 
(We have written this out in full since it is important to distinguish 
between the rather below relations of D and /i.) But for any such pair x 
and ~7 we have xy d x A JJ= T so that J' d xr and hence x Q a. Thus a E A”, 
as required. 1 
The frame /1’ can be regarded as a first attempt at the construction of 
a regular subframe of /i. Note, however (by the example of the 5-element 
carrier of Sections 1 and 2, or by the spatial examples mentioned in the 
Introduction), that the frame nr need not be regular. 
Now once we have dropped down to nr we can forget the multiplication 
(for on nr it agrees with binary inlimum) so there is no problem in iterat- 
ing the construction (.)‘. In particular we have A”‘= nr7, and more 
generality we may set 
for each ordinal CI and limit ordinal ;1. This descending chain eventually 
stabilizes and we set /1 u = /jrimo) for sufficiently large ordinals m. 
By definition A Ur=,” so that /1O is regular. Also if Q is a regular 
subframe of n then for each ordinal ~1, Lemma 3.3 gives Qc/i’(mJ, and 
hence Q G /i 13. This proves the following. 
3.4. THEOREM. Each 2-sided carrier A has a unique largest regular 
subframe A u. 
We call A0 the regular core of A. Note that an iteration of the construc- 
tion (.)’ would also stabilize at A q . In fact Theorem 3.4 shows that A0 
depends only on the lattice structure of /i, i.e., is independent of the multi- 
plication which n carries. 
In general the extraction of A” requires more than one application of 
(.)‘, so it is of interest to characterize those carriers A for which ,4 u = /1’. 
It is shown in [12] that the strongly harmonic rings provide natural exam- 
ples of such carriers, and the scope of this result has been extended by 
Georgescu and Voiculescu in [3]. They consider commutative, continuous 
2-sided carriers with a compact top. Their proof does not appear to use 
commutativity, but they do make use of continuity. In fact both these 
properties are irrelevant. 
Following [3] we say the carrier n is normal if for each a, b E A with 
a v b=T, there are x, ~EA with a v x=b v y=T and xy=T. Thus for a 
ring R the carrier A( Rj is normal exactly when R is strongly harmonic. 
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Also a topology OS is normal (in this sense) exactly when S is topologi- 
tally normal. 
3.5. THEOREM. Let A be a 2-sided carrier Gth a compact top and let 
n = A’ kth insertion adjunction 
Q ,‘--A. 
w 
The folloGng are equivalent. 
(i) A is normal. 
(ii) For each aE/l and nnmax A 
(iii) The tnap w is \/-preserving. 
(iv) For each a, b E A 
a v b=T*r(a) v  r(b)=T. 
Furthermore, brhetz these hold bi:e have w(a) = r(a) for each a E A, and Q is 
regular (so that A” = Al). 
Proqf. (i) 3 (ii) Consider any a E LI and rr E max LI with a & rr. Then 
z v a =T so, by (i) (i.e., by normality), there is some x E J! with n v x = 
a v .? = T. Then s $ rr and x < r(a), so that r(a) 4 n. 
(ii) * (iii) Assuming (ii) we show first that co(.) = r(.). 
Consider any a E ~1. Trivially w(a) f r(a). Now for any x’ca we have 
a v x”=T so that (ii) gives r(a) v x’=T. (For if r(a) v x’<T then there 
is some r(a) v Y/G rr ~max A, and then a v xr < n.) Thus x< r(u), hence 
r(a) d r’(a) <r(a), so that r(a) E LI’ = Q, and hence r(a) d w(a). 
Now consider any A c A and let b = V A. Since V w  [A] d w(b) holds 
trivially, we require the converse comparison. 
Thus consider any x Q b. Then V r[A] v -I? =T; for if not, there is some 
V rr.4 ] v .Y’ < rc E max /1, which, by (ii), leads to a contradiction. Thus 
so that 
x<b*xev r[A] 
w(b)=r(b)dV r[A]=V w[A] 
as required. 
(iii) =S (iv) This is routine. 
(iv)=> (ij If a v b=T then, by (iv), we have 
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r(a) v r(b) = T and hence, by the compactness of T, there are x Q a and 
y<b with xv y=T. But now a v s’=b v f=T and x’y’dx’ A yr= 
(x v v)‘= I, which gives (i). 
To complete the proof it remains to show that, assuming (i)-(iv), the 
frame 52 is regular. 
Thus consider a E 0. Since a = r(u) we have 
u=v {XEA 1 XQU} 
and then property (iii) gives 
u=,(u)=V (o(x) 1 (!ly~A)[sy=T and a v y=T]}. 
Consider any such x and y in /i. Then (iii) gives a v w(u) =T. Also, using 
Lemma 3.1, we have 
Thus, replacing x by o(x) and y by O(J-), we have 
which demonstrates the regularity of 52. 1 
This result shows that 
I do not know if this is an equivalence, however, see [lo, 111. 
We could now go on to show that, assuming normality, the composite 
adjunction 
A’, A 1 Omaxfl 
is an isomorphism. It is not necessary to give the details of this here, for 
they are essentially the same as in [12]. 
4. CONTINUITY AND THE WAY BELOW RELATION 
As usual, for elements a and x of an arbitrary complete lattice n we write 
x 6 a and say x is way below a if for each upwards directed subset Y of /1 
with a < V Y there is some y E Y with x ,< y. The following is almost trivial. 
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4.1. LEMMA. (i) x<a*x<a. 
(ii) y d x < a d b 2 y G b. 
(iii) Tlze set {x E A 1 x 4 u> is an ideal qf A below a. 
By part (iii) we may set 
l(a)=V {XEA 1 x@a) 
to obtain J(a) < a, We then say /1 is continuous if i(a j = a for each a E ,4. 
A simple argument shows that any continuous lattice is upper con- 
tinuous. Note also that an element c of the lattice .4 is compact exactly 
when c 6 c, and for any such compact element and X, a E A 
Thus each algebraic lattice is continuous. i.e., 
Algebraic s Continuous j Upper Continuous. 
For a ring R the compact elements of A(R) are just the finitely generated 
ideals, so A(R) is algebraic. However, for a sober space S the topology OS 
is continuous exactly when S is locally compact (in the sense that for each 
p E UE OS there is a compact A c S with p E A0 c ‘4 E U). 
4.2. LEMMA. Zf the carrier A has a compact top then 
for each x, a E A. 
Proof. Suppose x Q a, i.e., a v xr =T, and consider any upwards 
directed set Y with a < V Y. Then V Y v .Y’ = T so the compactness of T 
gives some ,V E Y with 4’ v -yr = T, hence x ,< j’. 1 
4.3. COROLLARY. Zf T is compact then 
r(a) d l(a) da 
for each a E A. In particular a = l(aj for each a E Ar. 
This corollary gives us the opportunity to use the subframe A’ of the 
carrier A as a substitute for the continuity of A. Of course if we do assume 
that A is continuous then certain results can be strengthened. For instance 
if T is compact then, by Lemma 2.8, for each a E Ar we have a = r(/j M,) 
and hence a = r(A r[M,]). 
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4.4. LEMMA. If A is continuous with a compact top then 
for each a E Ar. 
ProoJ Let b = A r[M,], so that ad b. Consider any ~4 b. If x $ a 
then a v xr <T so (by the compactness of T) there is some rc E M, with 
xr<rr. But then x4 b< Y(X) so there is some x<~<Q. This gives 
~7’ < x’ < 7c so that rr = rr v ~7~ = T, which is contradictory. 
Thus we have 
so that J(b) d a < b, and hence continuity gives a = b. 1 
5. COMPACT REPRESENTATIONS OF RINGS 
This section is a survey of the pertinent facts of sheaf representations, in 
particular compact representations, of rings. The aim is to rephrase the 
description of these gadgets in such a way that abstraction to our present 
element free context is immediate. 
Let R be a unital ring, let S be a topological space with topology OS, 
and consider a sheaf representation of R over the base S. We need to look 
at some of the paraphernalia of the associated display space rather than the 
sheaf functor itself. 
Thus for each pi S we have a ring R(p)-the stalk at p-and a 
distinguished ring morphism 
R--f R(p). 
Let W = {R(p) ( p E S}, let U W be the disjoint union of 92, and let 
UW as 
be the index selecting function, i.e., for each p E S the map rc sends each 
element of R(p) to the index p. The sheaf structure supplies a topology on 
U W for which rc is a local homeomorphism. Let 
be the induced representing morphism, i.e., for each a E R the image a A in 
the product n 2 is that section of rr for which the value a ‘\(p) (for p E S) 
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is the image of a in R(p). Thus we may regard R + R(p) as (.) ” followed 
by evaluation at p. The sheaf structure ensures that each such section a /r 
is continuous. 
We are concerned only with those sheaf representations of R for which 
each stalk R(p) is a quotient of R, i.e., R + R(p) is surjective. Thus, for 
instance, we deliberately exclude the Grothendieck representation of a 
commutative ring as a sheaf of local rings over its spectrum of prime ideals. 
For the purposes of this paper, a representation of a ring R is a sheaf 
representation for which each stalk is a quotient of R. Such a representa- 
tion is non-trivial if each stalk is a non-trivial ring, and is faithful if the 
representing morphism is an embedding. Thus a faithful representation 
describes R as a subdirect product of the family of stalks. Conversely, it can 
be shown that each description of R as a subdirect product can be turned 
into a faithful representation with the factors of the product as stalks. (This 
involves defining a suitable topology on the index set.) 
Given a representation of R over S, for each PE S let k(p) be the kernel 
of R -+ R(p). Thus the representation is completely determined by the 
family X = (k(p) 1 p E S} of ideals of R. The representation is non-trivial 
if each k(p) is proper, and faithful if n X = 0 (the trivial ideal). 
For each a E R let z(a) be the zero set of the section a A, i.e., 
pEz(a)~a”(p)=O~aEk(p) 
for each p E S. The sheaf properties ensure that z(a) E OS, and a simple 
computation shows that z(0) = S and 
z(a)nz(b)cz(a+b), z(a) E z(h) 
for all a, 6, I, r E R. In fact these properties are characteristic of representa- 
tions. 
Let X = {k, \ p E S> be any family of ideals of R (indexed by S), and for 
each a E R define z, c S by 
Also for U E OS let 
PEZCl oaEkp. 
W=n (k,lpEU) 
and finally for each p E S set 
k(p) = u (K(U) I P E UE OS>. 
Note that k(p) is an ideal of R, for it is the union of an upwards directed 
family of ideals. 
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The proof of the following lemma is straightforward (where (.)” is the 
interior operation of S). 
5.1. LEMMA. For each a E R, p E S, and U E OS, 
(i) k(p) E k,. 
(ii) p~zSjoa~k(p), 
(iii) K(U)= n {k(p) ) PE U}. 
We say the family X = {k, ( p E S> is open if k(p)= k, for each YES, 
i.e., if for each a E R the set z, is open in S. Thus each representation of R 
produces an open family of ideals. Conversely, by a routine construction 
(the first construction of Hofmann [6, pp. 298-3001 or the ideal space 
construction of Mulvey [S, 91) each open family of ideals is the family of 
kernels of a representation. Thus representations of R “are” just open 
families of ideals. 
Now suppose X = (k(p) ) p E S} is an open family of ideals. As above 
this gives us an anti-monotone map 
K: OS - A(R) 
from the topology OS to the carrier /i(R) of ideals. Furthermore this map 
K determines X (by the definition of openness). Next for each ZE A(R) let 
Z,= {pd I Zck(p)). 
These need not be open so we set 
Z(Z) = zy 
to obtain a second anti-monotone map 
Z: A(R) - OS. 
We easily check that (K, Z) is a galois connection between the posets A(R) 
and OS, i.e., 
ZcK(U)oU&Z(Z) 
for each ZE A(R) and UE OS. Conversely any such galois connection arises 
from an open family of ideals. 
All this shows (after the relevant details have been supplied) that the 
representations of R over S are in bijective correspondence with the open 
families of ideals indexed by S or, equivalently, the galois connections 
between n(R) and OS. Note that such a representation (K, Z) is non-trivial 
if Z(R) = 0, and is faithful if K(S) = 0. 
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This gives us a description of a representation which is ready made for 
abstraction; all we need to do is replace the concrete carrier A(R) by an 
arbitrary carrier ‘4. To get a corresponding abstract version of compactness 
we need to look at a couple more attributes of representations. 
Given a representation (K, Z) with associated open family X, for each 
UE OS let 
ker(U) = n {k(p) I p $ U>, 
zer(U)= u {IEA(R) 1 UuZ(f)=S). 
We easily check that. in fact, 
ker( U) = zer( U) 
and this gives a (T, A )-preserving map 
OS- A(R). 
Compactness (of a representation) is concerned with the behaviour of this 
map. 
Following Mulvey [S] (rather than [9]) we say a ringed space (S, es) 
is completely regular if for each p E U E OS there is some a E R = lcs(S)-the 
ring of total sections-such that 
4P) = 1, u[ U’] = (0). 
Then, by definition, a ringed space is compact if it is completely regular 
and the base space is compact hausdorff. 
Now a ringed space (S, L!&) is a non-trivial, faithful sheaf representation 
of its ring R= Q(S) of total sections. Furthermore, by [S, p. 4141, if 
(S, &) is completely regular then each stalk is a quotient of R. Thus com- 
pletely regular ringed spaces are a certain kind of representation (in the 
present sense). 
Given a representation (K, Z) of R over S, complete regularity of the 
representation says that for each p E U E OS there is some a E R with 
J?EZ(l --a) and U’ E z(a), 
i.e., 
i.e., 
I-aEk(p) and a E ker( U), 
k(p) + ker( U) = R. 
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Thus we also have a description of compactness which can be abstracted 
to our more general context. 
There is, however, just one slight problem. It turns out that for a non- 
continuous carrier, representations (as galois connections) and open 
families are not equivalent gadgets, and the two maps ker and zer need not 
coincide. Thus the descriptions of this section can be abstracted in several 
different ways. In the next section I present the abstraction which, after 
some experiments, seems to work best. 
6. REPRESENTATIONS OF CARRIERS 
Representations (in the sense of this paper) of a ring R over a space S 
are characterized either as galois connections between A(R) and OS or as 
open families of ideals of R indexed by S. In our more general context these 
two notions are not equivalent, furthermore it seems that the galois 
connections are the more fundamental. 
6.1. DEFINITION. A representation of a 2-sided carrier n over a 
topological space S is a galois connection 
K:OSxA:Z. 
The representation is non-trivial if Z(T) = @ and faithful if K(S) = 1. 
Thus a representation (K, Z) is a pair of maps (as shown) such that for 
each s E A and U E OS 
.u<K(Ujo lJsZ(x). 
In particular we have the preservation properties 
for each +Y c OS and XG /i. (The inlimum in (z) is that of OS, and this is 
not just intersection.) Each of the identities (k) and (z) determines a 
representation. For given K( .) satisfying (k) or given Z(.) satisfying (z), we 
may obtain a galois connection by setting 
Z(x)=u {UEOS)X,<K(U)) or K(U)=v {<YEA 1 UsZ(x)} 
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for s E n and UE OS. Notice also that the representation (K, Z) is non 
trivial if for each UE OS 
K(.U)=T+ li= Q? 
and is faithful if for each x E ~1 
Z(x)=S*x=L 
A representation can be obtained from any indexed family of elements 
of A. 
6.2. LEMMA. For a given space S let X = {k, / p E S> be a famiiy oj 
elements of the carrier A. For each UE OS set 
K(U)=/\ {k, I PW. 
Therz K(.) is (one half of) a representation. 
Proof. For each JZ E OS and x E A we have 
x<K(U %)o(aPE~ %) [.ek,, 
0 (VUE qvp E U)[x 6 kp] 
o(vUE~~)[x~K(U)Ox6~~\ K[@] 
as required. 1 
If, starting from the same X (of the lemma), we now set 
k(p)=V (K(U)jpEUEOS: 
(for p E S) then, by an easy argument, k(p) Gk, and 
K(U) = // P(p) I P E U). 
We say X is open if k(p) = k, for each p E S. In particular 
X0 = (k(p) 1 p E Sj is open, and .X and its interior X0 produce the same 
representation K(.). Thus for our purposes the construction of Lemma 6.2 
can be restricted to open families. 
There is a converse construction taking representations to open families. 
6.3. LEMMA. For each representation (K, Z) (of A over S) and each p E S 
V{K(U)~~EUEOS)=V(XEA~~EZ(X)~ 
and this defines an open fami1.v. 
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Proof For convenience set 
k(P) = v {MU I P E u>, z(p)=V {XEA (PEZ(X) 1. 
Note that both these suprema are defined over upwards directed subsets of 
(1. Also, by the adjointness, we have x< &Z(x)) for each XE /1, and 
UE Z(K(U)) for each UE OS. Thus z(p) 6 k(p) and k(p) <z(p), so that 
k(P) = Z(P). 
To show that X = (k(p) ) p E S} is open let 
L(U) = /j (k(P) I P E U> 
I(P) = I/ {L(U) I P E UI 
for p E S and U E OS. On general grounds we have I(p j 6 k(p). Also for 
each p E U E OS we have K(U) d k(pj, so that K(U) c- L(U), and hence 
k(p) d f(p), as required. l 
This gives us the two constructions 
Open family H Representation, Representation I+ Open family 
which we may compose in two ways. The composite 
Open family H Representation ++ Open family 
is, of course, the identity (by definition of openness). The other composite 
is not. 
6.4. LEMMA. Let (K, Z) be a representation, let 3” be the open family 
constructed .from (K, Z), and let (L, Y) be the representation constructed 
from X. Then 
l(LiU))GK(U)dL(W, Z(xj c Y(x) 5 Z(l(x)) 
for each I E A and U E OS. 
Proof The comparison K(U) < L(U) is trivial, as is the inclusion 
Z(x) G Y(x). 
Now consider any JJ< L(U). Then, for each p E U, we have y < k(p) so 
that, by Lemma 6.3, there is some x 3 f’ with p~Z(x). But then 
p E Z(x) E Z(JJ) so that U c Z(y) and hence JJ < K( U). 
Finally, with U = Y(x) and y < x we have y < L(U) so that J- < K(U) and 
hence US Z(JJ). Thus 
Y(x)+ {Z(y) I 4’Gx} =z v (y 1 ]‘<X) =Z(J(x)) 
> 
as required. 1 
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This result gives us the correspondence that we already know for the 
concrete case A(R). 
6.5. THEOREM. For a continuous carrier A, there is a bijective corre- 
spondence between representations of A (over a given space S) and oper? 
families (indexed by S). 
Given a representation (K, Z) we call the constructed representation 
(L, Y) the closure of (,K, Z). Naturally we say (K, Z) is closed if it is its own 
closure. Note that the closure is itself closed. 
With this terminology we have a variant of Theorem 6.5. 
6.6. THEOREM. For each carrier A, there is a bijective corresponderzce 
between closed representations and open families. 
There are some transfer properties of non-triviality and fidelity between 
a representation, its closure, and the associated open family. Clearly, by 
Lemma 6.4, if the closure of a representation is non-trivial or faithful then 
so is the parent representation. If the top of the carrier is compact (i.e.. 
T<T) then non-triviality passes the other way (from parent to closure). 
However, the passage of fidelity from parent to closure seems to require 
which is a weak continuity property. Finally, note that 
(VP E SKk(p) <Tl 
implies non-triviality, and the converse holds when T is compact. 
Given a representation (K, Z) of A over S, for each UE OS we set 
zer(U)=V (XEA / uvz(.xj=s). 
Thus 
ker(S) = zer(S) =T 
and, by upper continuity in the second case, 
ker( Un V) = ker( II) A ker( V), zer( U n V) = zer( U) A zer( V) 
for U, I’VE OS. Hence both ker and zer are (T, A )-preserving maps 
OS - A. 
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It is easy to check that 
J(ker( U)) dzer( U) d ker( U) 
for U E OS, and (K, 2) is faithful exactly when zer(@) = 1. 
Note that of these two maps, zer is the more directly relevant to (K, 2). 
This is because ker is constructed from the open family X, and so does not 
distinguish between (K, Z) and its closure. Note also that for each p E S 
zer(p-‘) < ker(p-‘) 6 k(p) 
with equality if S is T,. 
To conclude this section we construct a nice class of representations. 
Later, in the next section, we show that all compact representations are in 
this class. For this construction we assume (D), i.e., that the carrier A has 
a compact top. 
Let Q be any subframe of Ar with insertion adjunction 
By Theorem 2.7, the frame Q is spatial, so setting S= pt(Q) we have an 
inverse pair of isomorphisms 
52 ,f? OS. 
g 
Now set 
so we have an adjunction 
where A is an embedding with A[OS] = Q. This, of course, is not a 
representation, for it is covariant rather than contravariant, but we can use 
annihilators to give it a natural twist. Thus for UE OS and s E ,4 set 
K(u)=A(ujI, Z(x) = p(x’). 
This is what we want. 
6.7. LEMMA. The constructed pair (K, Z) is a non-tr’itrial, faithful 
representation of A ouer S. 
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Proof For each a E !2 and s E A 
x~z(a)‘oxa=Iou~~‘oa~w(x’) 
so that for U E OS with a = g(U) 
5 d K( u) = ~(a)‘-2 g( uj d o(s’) 0 UC Z(X), 
which shows that (K, Z) is a representation. Also 
K(S) =T’= I, Z(T) = d-L)= 0 
so that (K, Z) is faithful and non-trivial. [ 
It is interesting to determine the other attributes of (K> Z). To do this we 
now assume that Q is regular, so that 52 E /i O. This also means that S is 
compact, sober, and regular, hence is compact hausdorff. 
6.8. LEMMA. For each UE OS we have zer( U) = A( Uj, in purticdar 
k(pj=p for each YES. 
Proof Let a = zg( U) so that U= f (a) and 
zer( U) = V (x E 4 1 a v o(Y) =T). 
But 
a v m(s’)=T~u v  .x’=T=~=x~u 
so that zer( I;) < u = 3L( 15% Conversely a E 4 and Q is regular so that 
u=V 1.xEQ 1 (3y~Q)[.v A JJ=I and a v y=T]}. 
For such x and JJ we have ~7 d Y so that ): < o(.Y) (since y E Q) and hence 
x < zer( U). Thus a d zer( U), as required. 
Finally, since S is T,, for each p E S we have 
k(p)=zer(p-‘)=d(p-‘)=g(p-‘)=p, 
where the last equality is a general property of g. 1 
In general, for U E OS, we have 
J(zer( U)) d /ker( U)) < zer( U) < kerj U). 
But, setting a = zer( U) = g(U) E R, Corollary 4.3 gives J(a) = a, so that 
J.(zer( U)) = J(ker( U)) = zer( U) = a. 
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Recall also that M, = {n~max n 1 a < rc}. But S is T, so that 
S= w[max A] and hence o[M,] is exactly the set of points of 52 above a. 
Thus 
ker(U)=l”\ (~ESI a<p}=A ~[111,], 
where this final infimum is computed in 11 (not in f2). 
6.9. LEMMA. The representation (K, Z) is closed exactly bvhen A S= I 
(computed in A). 
Pr-OOJ: Let (L, Y) be the closure of (K, Z), so that on general grounds 
we have K d L. 
If L = K then 
A S=L(S)=K(S)=L 
Conversely for each U E OS with a = g(U) we have 
L(U)=I\ (PES( a $p>. 
For all p E S we have either a < p or L( CJ) d p so that 
by the present hypothesis. Thus 
L(Uj<a’=qU)‘=K(U) 
as required. 1 
7. COMPACT REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we define and characterize compact representations. To 
do this we fix the following data. 
(a) /1 is a 2-sided carrier with a compact top. 
(b) S is a compact T, base space. 
(c) (K, Z) is a non-trivial representation of n over S. 
As usual (K, Z) has its associated attributes, the open family 9” and the 
two maps ker and zer. Notice that we do not assume (K, Z) is faithful, 
although eventually we will impose this extra condition. 
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7.1. THEOREM. Given the data (a, b, c), the following are equivalent. 
(i) For each pi UEOS we haoe k(p) v zer(U)=T. 
(ii’) The map zer preserves covers. 
(iii) The map zer is V-preserving. 
(iv) For each U, VE OS, 
Uu V= S*zer(U) v zer(V) =T. 
(v) For each distinct p, q E S we have k(p) v k(q) =T. 
Furthermore, when these hold, zer is injectiae, S is T2, and Z[A] is a base 
for S. 
Proof. (i) +- (ii) Suppose 52 E OS covers S, i.e., g ii)/ = S. For each 
p E S there is some p E UP E “21, and then (i) gives 
k(p) v zer(U,) =T. 
But now Lemma 6.3 with the compactness of T gives us some xP G /i with 
p E Z(x, 13 xp v zer(U,) = T. 
Let VP = UP n Z(x,), so that p E VP and hence $^ = { V, / p E S> covers S. 
The compactness of S now produces p 1, . . . . pn E S with 
v, v . . u v, = s 
and for each 1 didn 
vi s Z(x,), xi v yi=T, 
where yi = zer( Ui). (At this point we have omitted an irrelevant “p” from 
various subscripts.) 
Now set 
z,=y, 
SO clearly zi < yi < zer( Ui). Also z < xi so that Vi c Z(x,) z Z(z), and hence 
Z(z) = S. Thus 2 < zer(@). Finally, a simple computation shows that 
zlv ... vz,vz=T 
481/126/Z-18 
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and hence 
V zer[@] 2zer(U,) v -.. v zer(U,) v zer(@) 
32, v ... vz,,vz=T 
as required. 
(ii) * (iii) Consider any 02 E US and let 
r = V zer[@]. 
Since zer is monotone we have 12 r, so it suffices to show I < r (assuming 
(ii j). To this end consider any x E /1 with 
u %uZ(x)=S. 
Then (ii) gives 
Also we have 
r v zer(Z(x)) =T. 
x zer(Z(x)) =x v (y E A 1 Z(X) u Z(y) = s} 
d V (xy I Z(xy) = S} d zer(@) 6 r 
and hence 
x =x(r v zer(Z(x))) = xr v x zer(Z(x)) G r, 
which gives the required result. 
(iii) +- (iv) This is trivial. 
(iv) * (v) Suppose p and q are distinct points of S. Since S is T, we 
have 
p-‘uq-,=s, k(p) = Np-‘I, k(q) = zer(q-‘) 
so that (v) follows immediately from (iv). 
(v)*(i) Fix PE UE OS. For each qE U’, property (v) gives 
k(p) v k(q) =T and hence, by Lemma 6.3 and the compactness of T, there 
is some xq E A with 
9 E Z(x,L k(p) v xy =T. 
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But now (2(x,) / q E U’> covers U’, so the compactness of S gives us 
91 3 *.-9 q,, E S with 
UuZ(x,)u . . . u Z(x,) = s 
and 
k(p) v xi=T 
for each 1 < i < ~1. (Here we have omitted an irrelevant “q” from various 
subscripts.) 
Let x=x1 A ... AX,. Then Lemma 1.1 (iii) gives 
k(p) v x=T. 
Also x 6 xi so that Z(x,) E Z(X) and hence U u Z(x) = S. Thus x 6 zer(Uj, 
which gives the required result. 
To complete the proof of the whole result suppose these equivalent 
properties (i)-(v) hold. 
To show that zer is injective consider U, VE OS with U & V. Then there 
is some p E U - V and (i) gives 
k(p) v zer( U) =T, zer( V) < zer(p-‘) = k(p j 
(since V sp-‘). Thus zer( U) $ zer( V), for otherwise k(p) =T, 
Next consider distinct p, q E S. Then (v) with the compactness of T gives 
some X, y E n with 
xvy=T, p E Z(x), q E Z(Y). 
But now non-triviality gives 
Z(x) n Z(y) = Z(T) = @ 
so we have the required T2 separation of p and q. 
Finally, consider p E UE OS. This time (i) with the compactness of T 
gives x, y E A with 
x v y=T, P E Z(x), ULJZ(y)=S. 
Again non-triviality gives Z(x) n Z(y) = a, so that p E Z(x) c U, and 
hence Z[n ] is a base for S. 1 
We now define a compact representation of II to be a representation 
over a compact hausdorff base which is non-trivial, faithful, and satisfies 
the equivalent properties of Theorem 7.1. This definition, of course, is 
applicable only when /1 has a compact top. 
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Several other equivalents concerning ker could be added to (it(v). For 
instance since zer < ker, property (iv) implies 
(VU, VEOS)[UU V=S=ker(Uj v ker(V)=T], 
which in turn implies (v). However, this does not mean that the closure of 
a compact representation is itself compact, for fidelity is not transferred to 
the closure. 
Suppose now that (K, Z) is a compact representation of (1 over S. Then 
zer(QI) = I and hence zer is a (T, I, A, V)-injection from OS to A, i.e., we 
have a frame embedding 
where 1= zer. We show how this completely determines the representation. 
7.2. LEMMA. For a compact representation (as above) we have lzer = zer 
and 
K(U) = A(U)‘, Z(x) = p(x’) 
for each UE OS and x E A. 
ProoJ: The topology OS is isomorphic to the subframe 52 = zer[OS] = 
2[OS] of II. Since S is compact hausdorff, Q is regular, and hence (by 
Lemmas 3.3 and 4.3) we have I.(a) = a for each a E 52. Thus Jzer = zer. 
Now for each x E A, fidelity gives A(Z(x)) < xr and hence, by adjointness, 
Z(x) d p(Y). Also with U= p(x’j we have I(U) < x’. But for each p E U we 
have 
k(p) v l(U) =T 
and the compactness of T gives some yP ~/i with 
p~-m)~ yp v x’=T. 
Then x < yP so that p E Z(y,) G Z(s), which shows that 
p(x’) = u Lz Z(x) 
and hence Z(x) = p(x’). 
Finally, for UE OS and x E A we have 
x<K(U)ou~z(xj=p(x’j 
o~(u)dx’~x<qu)’ 
so that K( Uj = A( U)‘. 1 
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This shows that each compact representation of A is determined by a 
certain regular subframe Q of A. Conversely, in Section 6 we showed how 
each such regular subframe Q of A produces a representation of A, and we 
now recognize this to be compact. Thus we have our main result. 
7.3. THEOREM. Let A be a Z-sided carrier with a compact top. Then the 
compact representations qf A are in bijective correspondence with the regular 
subframes of A. 
In particular the regular core A” of A gives a compact representation of 
A and, in the obvious sense, every other compact representation factors 
through this one. Thus Au gives the universal compact representation. 
Clearly for a unital ring R the compact representations of A(R) are 
exactly the compact representations of R in the sense of [S, 91. Thus we 
have justified the assertion of the Introduction. 
1.4. THEOREM. For each unital ring R, the universal compact representa- 
tion of R is the one corresponding to the regular core A(R)’ of A(R). 
8. SEPARATING MAPS 
In [8,9] Mulvey shows that the compact representations of a ring R are 
determined by certain quotient spaces of max R, and he then uses this to 
construct the universal compact representation. A similar correspondence 
holds here, and it is instructive to compare these two approaches. 
Thus consider a compact representation of the carrier A over the base S. 
We have a pair of adjunctions 
1 d 
OS=-4 
P 
gzfz? 0 maxfi, 
where the left hand adjunction 1 ---I p completely determines the representa- 
tion. The composite adjunction d3L+ ph has a spatial frame for both source 
and target, furthermore S is sober, so there is a unique continuous map 
9 maxA- S 
for which 
d2 = q5*, ph=d.. 
We show how 4 determines the representation. 
Note that if we replace OS by its image 52 in A, equivalently if we let 
S= pt(Q), then $ is just the restriction of the map o: A -+ Q to max n. 
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8.1. LEMMA. Suppose q5 is the associated map of a compact representa- 
tion (as above). Then: 
0) p=h+A 
(ii) For each PES and rcemax A 
k(P) G 77 *p = &7c). 
(iii) f$ is a (sur-ective) quotient. 
(iv) 4 is separating in the sense that for each n, v E max A with 
q5(~)#&v), therearex,yEA withxsq y$v, andxy=L. 
ProoJ (i) By Corollary 2.6, for each XEA we have r(x) = rhd(x). 
By Lemma 3.3 the map p factors through r, so that p = phd = b9 d. 
(ii) Suppose first that k(p) 9 n and consider any 4(n) E U E OS. Then 
~~q4*(U)=dl(U) so that A(U) $G K. But A=zer, so there is some XEA 
with 
x < 71, uu Z(x) = s. 
Note that p $ Z(x) (for otherwise x < k(p) < n). Thus 
fj(7c)E UEOS*pE u 
and hence &rc) EP- = (p}. 
Conversely consider any x E A with &rc) E Z(x). Since Z(x) = p(x’) = 
$*d(x’), this means that or E 4*4*d(x’) < d(Y). Thus x” $ n, and hence 
x ,< n (since x is prime). Hence 
k(4(n)) = v (x E A I 4(71) E Z(x)} d 71 
as required. 
(iii) For each PES we have k(p) CT, so there is some 
k(p) ,< rc E max A, and hence d(n) = p. Thus 4 is surjective and it suffices to 
show 
$-(A)EO max A=z-AEOS 
for each A ES. 
Consider any A E S with d+(A) E 0 max A. There is some a E A with 
d’(A) = d(a), i.e., 
for each rcEmax A. Now fix PEA. We produce some XE A with 
p E Z(x) c A, which is enough to show that A is open. 
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For each q E A’ we have k(p) v k(q) =T, so there is some x, E /i with 
Let 
P E Z(X,)? x, v  k(q) =T. 
b=a v  v  {xy 1 q&4’) 
Consider any b drrnmax A. Then a<x so that q= &?E)E A’ and hence 
xq <x. But also k(q) < rc (by (ii), which is contradictory since 
xq v k(q) =T. Thus there is no such rr, and hence b =T. 
The compactness of T now gives us some x1, . . . . x, E n with a v x = T, 
where x=x1 v ... v x,, and with 
pfZ(xl)n . . . n Z(x,,) = Z(x). 
Finally, for each q E Z(x) there is some n~max n with x6/c(q) < rc, and 
then a $ rr so that q = &rc) E A, as required. 
(iv) Consider rc,v~max II with &rr)#Q(v). Then k(&n)) v k(ti(\l)) 
= T, so there are X, y EA with 
4(K) E Z(X)? d(v) E Z(Y), x v y=T. 
As in the proof of part (ii), the first two conditions give Y $ rc and .I’~ X V. 
Also 
xryr 6 x’ A yr = (x v  I’),? = I, 
which gives the required result. 1 
Our task now is to produce a converse of Lemma 8.1. Thus for the 
remainder of this section let 
b maxA- S 
be a continuous surjection where S is compact hausdorff and where +4 is 
separating in the sense of Lemma g.l(iv). We must construct a compact 
representation of ,4 over S for which 4 is the associated map. 
For this we need a topological lemma. 
8.2. LEMMA. Given the above datu, for each U E OS and z E d*(U), there 
is some y E A with n E d(y) and U’ c 4, d( y’). 
Proof We have d(z) E U so the regularity of S gives us some V, WE OS 
with 
(b(n) E WC V’ E u. 
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For each v E 4*( W)’ we have #(nj #d(v). so that, since 4 is separating, 
there is some x,, E n with 
xv < 7 x; g v, i.e., 1’ E d(x6). 
This produces a covering of d*(W)’ (by the d(x:j) and then the compact- 
ness of S gives us xr, . . . . x,,E/~ with xi $ rc for each l<i<n and 
q5*( W)’ G d(g) u . . . u d(x:,). 
Let y=x,x2...x,. Then JJ $ 7c and #*( W)’ G ~(JJ’) (since x; d y’ for 
each l,<idn). But Wn V=QI so that d*(W)nd*(Y)=@ and hence 
f$*( V) c fj$( W)’ G d(f), 
which gives U’ c VE 4, A(y’), as required. i 
Now set 
Z(x) = f$*d(x’) 
for each x E /1. Almost trivially we have 
Z(x)nZ(y)=Z(x v y) 
for x, y E ,4, but we require the intinitary version of this. 
8.3. LEMMA. For each Xc A 
so that Z is (one half of) a representation of A ouer S. 
ProoJ The above identity shows that Z(. ) is anti-monotone, so it 
suftices to show that 
To this end let U = A Z[X], so that 
fEJG d* 4x7, i.e., d*(U) G d(Y) 
for each x E X. 
Consider any rr E d*( U). By Lemma 8.2 there is some y = y(z) E A with 
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The second of these gives 
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d*(U) u fj*#,d(f) = max 4 
so that, since IJ~*c$, d 1, we have 
d(d) u d( y’) = max 4 
for each .Y E X. Thus Y v yr = T and hence .Y < ftr for each such x. But HOW 
V XG y)lr so that y d (V X)r and hence 
This shows that c$*( U) E d((V X)l) and hence 
as required. b 
This representation is non-trivial since 
Z(T!=d,d(_Lj=d,(G3j=121, 
where the last equality holds because 4 is surjective. Also for each x E 4 
Z(.u)=S~maxn=gl*(S)cd(x’)~x’=T~x=I 
so that Z is faithful. 
8.4. LEMMA. For each p E S and 71 E max -4. 
k(p) < rc * d(n) = p. 
Proof. If d(n) fp then there is some U E OS with &rc) E U and p & CT 
(for otherwise p E d(z)- j. But now Lemma 8.2 gives some 37 E 4 with 
4’ 4 T p E U’ E Z(y). 
The second of these gives y d k(p), and so k(p) & 71, as required. 1 
This result with Lemma 8.l(ii j shows that 4 is just the associated map 
of the representation. It also shows that if p and q are distinct members of 
S then k(p) v k(q) =T (for otherwise there is some x E max 4 with 
k(p) v k(q) < 7~) so the representation is compact. 
Thus we have completed the proof of the following. 
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8.5. THEOREM. For a 2-sided carrier /i with a compact top, the compact 
representations of A are in bijective correspondence with the separating 
quotients of max /f. 
Of course, this characterization is not as neat as that given in Theorem 
7.3. 
9. TOPICS FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION 
(1) The theory of 2-sided carriers and the corresponding l-sided 
carriers should be developed further. In [13] I construct various radicals 
on a 2-sided carrier, but there are clearly many other ring-motivated ideas 
which could be followed up. 
(2) What effect does commutativity, or more generally symmetry, have 
on the constructions described here? In [8] Mulvey says that symmetry 
allows a simple construction of (max R)“, namely it is just the 
hausdorflization‘ of max R. What are the details of this in the present 
context? 
(3) How many iterations of (.)’ or (.)’ are required to obtain /i q from 
A’? I suspect there is no global upper bound. Does the fact that (1 is A(R) 
or a (spatial) frame speed up these constructions? Are the left and right 
hand speeds in any way related? 
(4) Can a representation of n (as defined here) be converted into a 
representation of n in a more usual sense? 
(5 j Can other kinds of sheaf representations (where the stalks need not 
be quotients) be treated in an abstract manner similar to the one here? 
(6) The universal compact representations of a ring, in particular the 
base of this representation, deserves a fuller investigation. Indeed, apart 
from the strongly harmonic rings (where the base is just the maximal ideal 
space) there is a singular lack of examples here. 
(7) Here we have considered representations of /i over a space S. Is 
there any way that the topology OS can be replaced by an arbitrary frame? 
There is, of course, no problem in considering sheaf representations of rings 
over arbitrary frames (localic rings), however, in this paper the points of 
the space have played an important role. 
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